
  

Scripture John 15:9-17 NRSV 

Meditation  Love, Friendship and Joy…What is your favorite word?  Pastor Riva Tabelisma 

 

Please join me in prayer.  

Hide me in your glory, gracious and loving God. And may the words of my mouth and the 

meditation of my heart be acceptable to you, my redeemer, and my refuge. Amen. 

Today’s passage is one of my all-time favorites. The message of this passage has been the same for 

me as I was growing up…I find comfort and peace when I am reading this passage. There are three 

themes that I would like to invite you to explore with me in our passage this morning. The first 

thing that I want to invite you to explore with me is friendship/friends. Verses 14-15 talks about 

Jesus ‘elevating’ the status of the disciples from being servants to friends. In other Biblical 

translations and interpretations, the word that was used for the word ‘servants’ is ‘slaves’. Both 

words have negative connotations. These words were used to denigrate the indigenous people by 

the Western civilization. In the ancient tradition, which is the context of our passage today, being a 

slave/servant can be a source pride because the slave/servant can in times be a representative of the 

master. But the fact still remains that the slave still have to wait for orders from the master. 

According to Aristotle, there three kinds of friendships that a person develops in a lifetime. In no 

particular order, the first group of friendship that we develop is network-based. Meaning the 

friends that we have in this category are the people that are useful to us because of the connection 

or network. We have these kinds of friends when we need something from somewhere, or 

sometime when we need business connection or to be part of a social group. The second group of 

friendship that we develop is based on the fun things that we do together with them. If one wants 

to go camping, there is or are particular group of people in our lives that we know we can take 

camping. The third group of friendship that we develop are the ones that we develop for the 

friendship itself. Aristotle consider this friendship as the best one because this requires presence 

and availability in each other’s lives without spreading the relationship too thin. These kinds of 

friends who, even though you do not have regular contact or conversation for a while, there is no 

awkwardness when you reconnect again. This friendship is formative. This is the friendship that 

God offers for each of us. And this is what is suggested in verses 13-15, when Jesus shifted his 

relationship with his disciples from two different levels to one – being friends with him. He 

explained the importance of this when he said – ‘I have called you friends because I have made 

known to you everything that I have heard from my Father’. Of course, these teachings were not 

secrets but Jesus also called the disciples for more responsibilities to doing ministry.  

The second theme that I invite you to explore is the thought of joy. What gives you joy? In the 

times where we are flooded by challenges, the pandemic, divisiveness in different directions, and 

with our own personal struggles. What makes you smile in a seemingly bleak world? I thought 

about the words happiness and joy as I am reflecting on this passage. It is easy to say that there are 

things that makes us happy. Warmer weather, rice, and talking to my family makes me happy, gives 

me happiness. And sometimes I have the tendency to inter-change joy and happiness, so I 

consulted one of my internet besties – google. According to www.psychologies.co.uk, both joy and 

happiness are wonderful feelings, but they are very different. Happiness according to this website is 

a feeling that is triggered by external factors…for my case it will be being to go outside without 

wearing a jacket, eating rice and seeing my family from Iowa and the Philippines through video 



  

calls. However, joy on the other hand comes from an internal process. It is cultivated within us. Joy 

comes in making peace of who we are, how we are and why we are. This then makes me think, do I 

have joy in me? To be honest, I think I may have some joy, I am working on having more joy in my 

life. But there is an interesting part in our passage today – and verse 11 says this, ‘so that my joy may 

be in you, and that your joy may be complete’. Initially, I was a little puzzled by Jesus’ words and 

the definition of joy. But as I delve into this notion, this is what I have come with. There is no doubt 

that even though Jesus knew he was going to suffer, he will be ridiculed and rejected, he has joy 

because he knew who he is and what his mission was. He knows what the hows and whys of his 

being…and he fully accepted that. Because he has joy, he knows that his disciples/friends needed to 

find the joy, and this is I think why he said that their joy may be complete. As you reflect on this, I 

would like to ask you, is your joy complete? As a child of God, as a follower of Jesus, is your joy 

complete? Then, let us broaden our identity, from being within ourselves to our faith circle. As one 

collective group of Jesus-loving children of God, is our joy complete? Do we know we are, how we 

are and why we are?  

The last but definitely not the least of the three themes is love. This word takes many forms. It can 

be profound, challenging but at the same time it can be simple. Like friendship, there are generally 

three kinds of love. Eros, which is romantic love, the love that we feel for the person whom 

eventually becomes our life partner or better half. Philial, which is affectionate love, this love is 

what we feel for others outside of the romantic realm of our life. Finally, agape, which is known to 

be the unconditional love. The three words that I mentioned are Greek words classifying love. 

Interestingly, the word love in this passage is translated in Latin as carita, which when literally 

translated to English means charity. But if we investigate deeper, the love that is being described 

here talks about a charity that is beyond philanthropy or altruism, but it is participatory because of 

the element of grace that we are given. This was very clear in verse 12 when Jesus said – love one 

another as I have loved you. The kind of love that does not ask anything in return, the kind of love 

without any conditions or exceptions. The kind of love that a person can lay down one’s own life for 

a friend…and to be clear, this is not the Romeo and Juliet kind of love, but when I read this in my 

context, this is the kind of love that will allow me to accept someone else without conditions and 

exceptions.  A kind of love that I will be willing to give up what my comfort zone in order to 

embody this kind of love that Jesus is teaching. The love that allows and calls me to embody the 

love of God for others, people and creation.  

So what is your favorite among the three themes? Like the vines that needed to grow that we talked 

about last week how can we grow into understanding the deeper meaning of joy, friendship and 

love, because Christ chose us. How can these three themes give us the vision of how we can live a 

life that answers Christ’s deepest hopes and prayers? May it be so. Amen. 


